
With a clearly-defined role and goals baked into your prototype design - addressing your project’s near 
term vision - it’s important not to lose site of whatever long-term vision you’re building towards; its 
important that you not lose sight of what success looks like or what impact that success might have on 
your surrounding environment. Try following the below exercise to provoke your contemplation of a 
variety of visions for success. 

1. Consider the primary objective that is driving your upcoming creative project.  

2. Envision the important milestones (e.g. receive budget approval, identify distribution partner, pass 100 users) 
that you’ll pass in your journey towards this ultimate objective. 

3. Envision the constituents (e.g. audience, distributors) who are primarily + secondarily related to your 
project.    

4. Make a reverse chronological list including each of the major milestones that you’ve envisioned - 
starting with “ACHIEVE PRIMARY OBJECTIVE” + ending with “RELEASE PROTOTYPE/
DEMO.”  

5. For each identified milestone, envision the date by which this event will be accomplished. List the 
date next to the milestone. 

6. For each milestone, envision what success looks like from at least three different perspectives. 
• How might each milestone impact your team? How might each milestone impact your family? How might each 

milestone impact your related constituents? 

This exercise will help you explore new creative angles, design better iterative tests and avoid being 
blindsided by the potentially negative secondary and tertiary impacts of your project. You can use the 
template on the following page to track your imagined milestones and the potential impact of your 
accomplishments on various constituents and communities. As you bring your vision to life with this 
additional context, modify your primary goal and accompanying milestones as necessary.
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Project Name: XYZ

Date Various Impacts of Success

ACHIEVE PRIMARY 
OBJECTIVE

MILESTONE #6

MILESTONE #5

MILESTONE #4

MILESTONE #3

MILESTONE #2

MILESTONE #1

RELEASE PROTOTYPE/DEMO


